Scavenger Hunt
and Activity Book
For ages 10 and under

clover

butterfly

tree hole

fossil

something spiky

tree stump

seed pod

acorn

animal tracks

flowers

spiderweb

pinecone

FREE
moss

crawling bug

mushroom

fallen leaf

body of water

flying bug

bird

squirrel

rabbit

nest

feather

something loud

Explore the great outdoors by visiting a park or taking a nature walk.
Can you get a BINGO above? Mark the items as you find them and get five in a row to win.
(horizontal, vertical, or diagonal)
Bring this completed page back to any library location by Oct. 16 to enter for a fun prize!
For ages 10 and under.

LEAF RUBBING
Place a leaf on a smooth surface such as a desk. Then place the blank part of this page on
top of the leaf. Using a pencil, lightly rub back and forth on the paper over the leaf. Can you
see all the veins in the leaf?

TREE STUMP
Each ring on a tree stump often represents about one year.
Can you determine the approximate age of the tree from
the stump you found by counting the number of rings on it?

TALLY MARKS
On your nature walk, make tally marks to indicate the number of birds you
see and the number of squirrels you see. Which did you see more?
squirrels

birds

SPIDERWEB
Connect the dots to draw your own spiderweb! Start with the number 1 and continue
connecting the numbers through 28.

Draw more connect-the-dot pictures while learning Spanish with KidSpeak from Transparent Languages
Online: https://cinlib.org/language-learning

MAKE YOUR OWN BIRD FEEDER
SUPPLIES NEEDED:
• One pinecone
• Peanut butter, sunflower seed butter, or vegetable shortening
• Birdseed
• Popsicle stick or butter knife
• Twine
• Paper plate
INSTRUCTIONS: Place your pinecone on the paper plate. Using the popsicle stick or butter
knife, spread the peanut butter, sunflower seed butter, or vegetable shortening onto the
scales of the pinecone. Sprinkle the birdseed over top of the pinecone until it is covered. Use
the twine to tie the pinecone to a tree branch outside. Watch the birds enjoy their snack!
Find more STEM crafts relating to animals and nature at https://cinlib.org/creativebug-kids-classes

ANIMAL TRACKS
Looking at the animal tracks you found, draw what you think that animal might look like.

